Test Name: Trimipramine & Metabolite Quantitation, Serum/Plasma

Reference Lab: Arup
Ref Lab Phone:
Ref Lab Fax:

Date of Search: 09/06/2012

Order NEW TEST

footnote: ARUP tc# 91107 Trimipramine and Metabolite Quantitation

Specimen: Collect blood in NO GEL TUBE. Spin and separate serum/plasma from cells as soon as possible into a plastic pour off vial. Acceptable tubes for collection are: Plain red, gray (sodium fluoride/potassium oxalate), green (sodium heparin), lavender (EDTA), or pink (K2 EDTA).

Unacceptable Conditions: Serum separator tubes.

Stability (collection to initiation of testing): Ambient: 1 week; Refrigerated: 2 weeks; Frozen: 17 months

Methodology: Gas Chromatography
Performed: Varies
Reported: 4-7 days

Cross References: Rhotrimine (Trimipramine & Metabolite Quantitation, Serum or Plasma), Surmontil®

Test is performed at: NMS

CPT: 80299
Bill Client: $144.00
Bill Patient: $154.00

Send-out tests ordered as "NEW TEST"s are not built in the RML computer system and therefore Cpt Code(s) and Pricing may be subject to change by the performing laboratory.